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The new air-free
brake system from
Siemens Brakes

This innovation is far more than just an alternative to conventional pneumatic
brake systems that have been used in rail vehicles for over 150 years.
mobility.siemens.com
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From the perspective and with the experience of a vehicle manufacturer,
the internal business unit Siemens Brakes, successfully implements the optimum
brake system for a wide range of Siemens Mobility applications and is an integral part
of the MoComp portfolio. All vehicle manufacturers are predominantly still using
conventional air brake technology for their brake systems. The motivation for the
development was to design a real alternative to the conventional pneumatic brake
system.

Fig. 1: Brake actuator

Fig. 2: X coaches belonging to the Wiener Linien

Function and benefits

However, adjustments, checking pressure settings and

The innovative air-free brake system – with integrated wheel

similar activities are no longer required as the intelligent

brake control unit and electrically controlled, intelligent brake

for operation. When compared to a conventional pneumatic

slide protection function – essentially consists of the in-house
actuators. (Fig. 1).

The intelligent brake actuator, designed in collaboration

with Liebherr, comprises a compact, closed electrohydraulic

unit as well as the brake rigging adjustable to the bogie and
combines all the components necessary to build up a brake
force.

The intelligent brake actuator replaces the pneumatic brake

caliper and does not require any additional space for installation in the bogie. Further, all the pneumatic components to
generate the brake-pressure to actuate the brakes can be

eliminated in the car body. The control of the brake is purely
electrical (“brake-by-wire”), which means that pneumatic

piping can be completely eliminated. Further, weight and
installation space can be significantly reduced due to the

elimination of all pneumatic brake components (air reser-

voirs, piping, valve panel, individual valves etc.). The only

component of this innovative system requiring maintenance
and overhaul is the brake actuator itself, which has intervals
comparable to that of pneumatic brake calipers.

brake actuator automatically checks all the values relevant
brake system, this approach reduces the associated costs
in the train itself and also in the workshop. The activities

to be performed do not require any additional qualification
of personnel.
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Technology and safety
The brake actuator is integrated in the train using
a noncomplex electrical interface. It is connected
to the brake control unit via CAN bus. This transfers all the setpoints and status information

required between the actuator and the brake
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control unit. The brake actuator is integrated in

the train control and management system of the
specific vehicle via the electronic brake control

unit. It is also directly integrated in the emergency
brake loop. This means that the brake command
for the emergency brake is transferred redun-

dantly to the brake actuator. The brake control
unit issues the service brake setpoints and the

reduction value for wheel slide protection. The

better control of the slip in the event of poor rail
conditions. Each axle is controlled individually.
This concept ensures that braking distances in

case of sliding and also damage to the wheel tread
are minimized. The significantly shorter response
times to release the brake reduce the time from

setting the driving command until the train actually starts to move by at least one second.

As a result, the departure times, after closing

the doors in the station can be optimized and
therefore dwelling times can be reduced and
overall operation is sped up, especially
in automated systems.

The railway operator and operating personnel

service brake, emergency brake and wheel slide

Therefore, either each individual actuator, a bogie

protection. Thereby the integrated motor pump
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analog control of the brake force ensure a much

electronics integrated in the brake actuator adjusts
the brake force based on the setpoints of the
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The significantly faster control times and the

unit generates, and the release valve reduces the
cylinder pressure. In order to ensure that in the

case of a failure (e.g., loss of power supply) the

brake force can still be established. Each actuator
has an integrated and secured pressure reservoir.
Therefore, availability of the emergency brake is

given under all circumstances. For safe parking of
the train, an internal mechanism is implemented

that mechanically locks the brake cylinder and can
permanently provide the required parking brake
force.

In the detailed design of the individual components, emphasis was placed on keeping the

pressure build-up and reduction times as short as
possible. As a consequence, the control response

times have been significantly improved compared
to conventional pneumatic brakes. Further, in

sliding conditions, the brake force can be continually controlled using the analog reduction signal.

can release the brake using an electrical signal.

or a car can be electrically released when required.
A feedback signal contact is used to sense the

state of an actuator (brake applied/brake released)
which can be displayed using an indicator light.

As a consequence, basic operating concepts can

be implemented for railway operators to address
individual operational scenarios such as pushing
and pulling operation.

In addition, through smart integration in the

vehicle control, the brake can be automatically

released by the brake control unit. This function

allows for example, the automatic deactivation of
the actuator, in case of failures. Therefore, in the
case of a failed brake actuator, the necessity for
manual actions by the train driver is minimized

and the number of disturbances that negatively

impact railway operations is reduced. In addition,
just like for pneumatic brake calipers, the brake

can be manually released using a bowden cable or
directly using a lever at the actuator itself.

In order to fulfill the safety requirements of a
friction brake for rail vehicles that is used as

service brake, emergency brake or parking brake,

the brake system has been developed according to
the highest safety standards (up to safety integrity
level (SIL) 4). For this to achieve, the experience

and know-how of Siemens in railway technology

and those of Liebherr from the aerospace domain
have been successfully combined.
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The brake tests required to ensure safe operation are

For other customers and operators to benefit from the

after power on as it is independent from air supply.

tions should be technologically open. Currently, requirement

combined in a start-up test. This test can start immediately
This means that the train is ready for operation in a very
short time due to a fast activation of the brake system.

As part of the start-up test, all actuator functions as well as
all safety-relevant aspects are tested, and the internal
pressure reservoir is loaded.

The remaining pneumatic system can be activated in parallel
and independently. Compared to a conventional pneumatic
brake system, the train can be ready for operation much
faster; in less than four minutes versus 10 -15 minutes.

When using an air-free brake system, the air supply is only

air-free brake system in the future, the requirement specificaspecifications in many tenders explicitly specify pneumatic

braking systems. One option to open the path for innovative
solutions would be a purely functional specification of the
brake system.

With this innovative technology and the associated potential,
beyond the system boundaries of the brake system, Siemens
Mobility can offer more than just an alternative to the

conventional pneumatic brake in the MoComp portfolio and
is taking an essential step towards the “all-electric train”.

required for remaining systems such as, air springs and/or

pantographs. Depending on the particular application, and

taking into account project and customer requirements, the
system can be additionally optimized. This includes the use
of smaller and lighter compressors or shutting down the
compressor when the train is taken out of service which
minimizes noise levels accordingly.

Trial phase and customer benefits
After a successful trial run phase the brake system already
has its first serial application in Metro “X-Wagen”, a prestigious project of the Wiener Linien. The dynamic commissioning of the first six-car metro train (Fig. 2) started in

October 2020. Regular passenger operation is scheduled for
the middle of 2022.

This makes Wiener Linien the first public transport operator

in the world to benefit from the advantages of this innovative
brake system – both in conventional operation with drivers,
and later in automatic operation on the new U5 line.

Additional
information is
available here
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Since the business unit was formed back in 2003, Siemens
Brakes has implemented pneumatic brake systems in a
wide range of projects (including all Metro projects since
2003). The in-house electronic brake control and wheel
slide protection system (SIBAS GS Compact) as central
part of the brake system have been used exclusively in all
these projects. . Highest quality and reliability is achieved
by using state-of-the-art tools and through close collaboration with railway proven suppliers.

To provide seamless support over the complete project
execution – including the supply of spare parts – qualified
and experienced personnel work at our Erlangen, Krefeld,
Wien and Graz facilities. The in-house test center is
equipped with test stands that allow realistic vehicle
simulations comparable to operation scenarios on the
physical train, and provide the appropriate components
and system tests as well as a testing laboratory accredited
according to DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025.

